Introduction
• Probes (6), each measures density at one radial location. Helps constrain radial position of reflectometer n e profiles.
Normal B t
• Normal B field direction: • Gas puffing on Alcator C-Mod can increase density locally and affect global plasma performance, but it has shown little improvement on LH coupling; • A poloidal array of nozzles adjacent to LH launcher to improve LH coupling: -tailor gas puff to address poloidal density variations? • Avoid magnetically connecting LH launcher and ICRF antennas.
• Reduce DC plasma potentials by ICRF and LH. Need further understanding of the physics.
• First principle theory and simulations on how ICRF and LH drive SOL flows;
• 3D diffusive-convective and LH coupling model that includes poloidal density variations.
OH LH (normal B t ) LH (reversed B t ) ExB ExB
• The agreement between simulation and experiment supports E×B convective mechanism;
• Simulated E×B convective flow is consistent with that inferred from gas-puff-imaging measurement.
• ICRF-induced density modifications occur for all ICRF antennas, but are stronger when ICRF antenna is magnetically mapped to reflectometer; • ICRF can increase or decrease density at different poloidal and radial regions; • Simulated ICRF-induced density modifications are also sensitive to magnetic field line mapping and spatial structure of ICRF-induced plasma potential; • Magnitude of simulated density modifications can be much larger than experimental density modifications, such as at top horn; • Further studies are required.
• 2-D diffusive-convective model to study the impact of LH-induced E×B drifts on SOL density profiles
• Boundary conditions are n e =0 at LH launcher, n e =constant at LCFS, flux=0 at top/bottom.
• Solved using COMSOL multi-physics package (steady-state or transient) • Diffusive coefficient D and parallel transport time constant τ || = C s /L || are assumed to be the same for both OH and LH cases.
• Potential V(r, z) for LH power: z variation of V assumed to be ~ E LH (cosine for TE 10 ) for each of the 4x16 waveguides; r variation of V is based on gas puff imaging measurements: peaks near LH launcher • Experimentally observed LH and ICRF-induced large density profile modifications with strong poloidal striations.
• Developed a diffusiveconvective transport model including E×B flow. The model reproduces experimentally observed density profiles.
Probes

Horns
• 2-D slab LH coupling model (Shiraiwa, AIP 2009) to evaluate/simulate LH reflection coefficients assuming poloidally uniform density: 12%, 27% and 17% using profiles from top, middle and bottom horns respectively. • Experimentally measured reflection coefficient was 26%.
• LH coupling seems to be more sensitive to densities at some poloidal locations (e.g., waveguide mouth).
• Striations have also been observed in camera images on Tore Supra and EAST.
• D and E antennas are almost always mapped to the LH launcher; • J antenna is rarely mapped to the LH launcher. 
